March 7, 2024

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO AWARDING BODIES AND ALL INTERESTED PARTIES REGARDING A CORRECTION TO THE DIRECTOR’S GENERAL PREVAILING WAGE DETERMINATIONS

Dear Public Official/Other Interested Parties:

CRAFT: Housemover (Laborer)
LOCALITY: All localities within Imperial, Inyo, Kern, Los Angeles, Mono, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties


Footnote “B” for Other Payments for the above referenced determinations is incorrect.

The correct footnote should read as follows: INCLUDES AN AMOUNT FOR CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION FUND ($0.09), CONTRACT COMPLIANCE TRUST FUND ($0.30), INDUSTRY FUND ($0.12), AND LABORERS TRUSTS’ ADMINISTRATIVE TRUST FUND ($0.06).

With the exception of this correction, all of the wage rates and other conditions found in the above-referenced determinations remain unchanged.